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U.S. Nuclear %egulatory Comission 
Region II 
Attn: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator 
101 Marietta Street, NW. Suits 2900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 

Dear Dr. Grace: 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 -VENTING OF HIGH POINTS IN RM~ sysTE 
- BRD-50-39o/82-1o3 * WBORD-50-391/82-u7 - REVSED FINAL REPORT 

The subject deficiency was initially reported to NRC-OlE inspector 
C. Burger on September 30, 1982 in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e) as NCR WBX =I 8202. Interim reports were submitted on October 28, 1982 and February 
25, A4ril 28, and July 27, 1983. Our final report was submitted on 
September 26, 1983. Enclosed is our revised final report.  

If you have any questions concerning this matter, pleave get in touch with 
R. H. Shell at ITS 858-2688.  

Very truly yours, 

TENNESSEE VAILEY AV1TH03ITY 

ell. W Huham, Manager 
Licensing and Risk Protoctik .a 

Enclosure 
cc: Mr. James Taylor, Director (Enclosure) 

Office of Inspection and enforcerent 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coemission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Records Center (Enclosure) 
Institute of N~uclear Power Operations 
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 
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vENCLOSURE 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 
VENTING OF HIGH POINT IN ERCW SYSTS4 

NCR WBN MEE 8202 
WBRD-50-390/82-101, WBRD-5O-Vl 1/52-97 

10 CFR 50.55(e) 
REVISED FINAL REPnfRT 

In our previous report, TVA committed to relocate the Upper 
Contg&inuent Ventilation (UCV) cooler man'ial throttling valves outside 
containment to a location just upstream or t)h, automatic temperature 
control valves for units 1 and 2. Thii work Was to have been 
accomplished under engineering change r-.tic~s A'ECN) 4Z39 and 41240 ard 
would have moved these valves to a lOCatiumn approximately 85-riot 
below their present location. After this commitment was made, it Was 
determined that other valve, in the vic tnity-of the control v'alves 
would perform the isams throttling function and that it would not be 

ew~easary to relocate the throttling valves inside containment.  

As such, ECNs 41239 (unit 1) and 41240 (un.'t 2) -are reviseJ to show 
only, a change in function of the appropriate valves with no physic~al 
relocation involved. TVA has issued drawings J7W8145-3 F'11 and 47B'150
67X1 R1 under ECK 41P39 and 47W845-3 R20 and 47B4150-6713 .0 under ECK 

-42410.  

Description of Detic~anoy 

Air vents are provided at high points Of Piping systems to purge air 
entrapped during initial filling, operation, or followirg mairtenance 
functions. Manual vents are generally acceptable; however, TVA has 
determined that air may come out of solution due to heating or 
pressure drop in several safety-related coolers supplied with 
essential raw cooling water under accilent conditions. Since access 
is restricted under such cunditions, the mnanual vents would be 
4nsuitable for these applications.  

No analysis Was initially done to identify the points. in the system, 
.fany, where autoratic venting wifl -1be-required. 1"e cause of this 
defiC'"nY is incomnplet~e consideri-Lion of all desl4,*n bases during the 
prov,.1bion of design eriteri2.  

This deficiency was first reported at Bellefonte Nuc'.,,7ur P1lnt under 
!'*CR BLN QAB 8203 ?CDR 0 438/82-:9, 439/82-40).  

Safety Laplicatlons 

Air liber~ation could cause air binding, reduce coolink& water flow, 
induce flow-taail~ations, or cause excessive vibrations. Since 
ooolinf,.water is riquired to support, operation of the safety-related 
cojiers, .'.ýss if this function coi-ld render these coolers inoperative 
and theriihv Jeopardize plant safety.



Corrective Action 

The Tennessee River serves as the water source for the ERCV system.  
Significant quantities of' oxygen, as Well as other atmospheric gases, 
are dissolved in the river water. As this water passes through the 
ERCW piping system, it undergoes changes of pressure and temperature.  
Henry's Law indic&tes the effect of' such changes and shows that the 
gases will terI4 to come out of solution if temperature increases or If 
pressure decreases. An Rnlysis3 was performed to identify those 
components for ;.bhich air may come out or solution.  

The fac.t that air might be released within the ERCW system is not in 
itself unacceptable. In fact, air is sometimes injectied into piping 
systems to e.ushion the effects of cavitation. The key is the flow 
regime induced by this phenomenon and its effect on System thermal and 
hydraulic performance and structural design.  

As ai-ý begins to cam. out of solution, the system passes through a 
series Of flow regimes each having characteristic physical effects, 
bubbly flow, slug flow, Plug flow, stratified flow, annular flo'% van 
Misty flow. Viganider1 states that "In the absence of air 
traps, . . . air in bubbly flow has no significant adverse ir~act on 
pipe flow." Therefore, if it could be shown that all cooler loops 
remained withj,n the bubbly flow regioe, no flow problems would be 
expected.  

Vigander fuarther states that the transition from bubbly flow to slug 
flow has been studied by several researchers and Pay be defined on a 
void traction versus Pbr~xde number uap. Therefore, an analysis Was 
performed in which Henry's Law Was used to calculate the void fraction 
(i.e., the ratio of volume of air released to the total water volume) 
of each cooler l00P assm~ng that all dissolved air was released at 
thiv point of minimum static pre~ssir- within the piping. All loops 
found to be in the bubbly flow regiimi were 3onsidered acceptable and 
excluded from further study. The following loops were found to be in 
the slug flow regime: 

1. Component Cooling System (CCS) Heat Exchanger 
2. Emergency Gas Treatment Room (EGTR) Cooler 
3. Auxiliary Control Air Compressors 
4~. Spent Fuel Pit man Therua.L Barrier Booster (SFP and TBB) P-ump Room 

Coolers 
5. Upper Containment Ventilation ('ICV) Coolers 

1"Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Consideratirin of )ahe liRC Air -. i.baration 
St~4y," Report Number WR23-1-85-m0, by Svein Vi;4.mrer,-Jjly 1983.
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Simpson2 has stated that pulsing and vibration from slug fl1ow 3hodald 
only be expected for values o! Froude fV/ qD) 0.31 to 1.0. Of' the 
five loops above, only the MT cooler ij within this range. Lowering 
the motu1.ating valve located in the cooler discharge line 
approximately 13 feet brings this loop within the bubbly flow regime.  
This change was implemiented under ECH 11238.  

A~lhough the UCT cooler has a Froude number less than 0.31, the void 
t~raction is quite Agindicating release of considerable quantities 
of low energy air. Th',3 air would not be expected to cause problems 
based on Simpson's criteria. Also, other Valves in the samw area 
provide a throttling tfanct~on which brings this loop within the bubbly 
!low regime. Therefore, no valves will need to be moved nor replaced.  
ECU 4239 for unit 1 and ECY 12140 for unit 2 haye been issued to show
the change in functions of the appropriate valves. All drawings 
associated with these EC~s havot been issued. No rework by TVA 
is required for the UCY cooler.  

Air liberation is not expected to be -1 problem in any of the remaining 
loops.  

!)eficiencies Ot this type will be avoided in the future by 
incorporatin., procedures into ERCW Design Guide DG-M4.3 to check for 
air liberation.  

2 "Si~ing Piping for Process Plants," Chemical Engineering, by 
Larry L. Simpson, June 17, 1968.


